Spectra® and Zmanda® provide powerful backup and data storage options for a fully integrated solution

Zmanda and Spectra Logic together, address the data management and storage needs associated with explosive data growth. Zmanda and Spectra combine fast installation, simplified management, enterprise-class functionality and cost-effective storage to deliver a fully integrated solution for data protection. Spectra Logic disk and tape products provide a scalable, cost-effective data management platform to address considerable storage and performance requirements.

Amanda Enterprise Backup Software
As organizations of all sizes become increasingly dependent upon their data, centralized backup and recovery of data distributed across all platforms is essential. Yet, faced with small IT staffs and limited budgets, many businesses cannot afford to purchase and manage expensive and complex backup solutions. Amanda Enterprise software provides enterprise-level backup and restore capabilities, coupled with ease of implementation and management, at one-fifth to one-tenth of the cost of proprietary backup products.

Enterprise-Class Protection with Simplified Administration
- Scalable and heterogeneous
- Centralized and secure
- Intelligent scheduler
- Open format
- Low cost of ownership
- Responsive technical support

Spectra Logic Disk and Tape Storage
Spectra disk and tape products are designed from the ground up to be used as reliable backup and archive storage targets, providing ease of use, scalability and cost effectiveness. The Spectra Verde® and BlackPearl® NAS Solution’s flexibility delivers capacity, protection and performance options, while tape offers the most cost-effective, long-term storage solution. Compatibility between Spectra solutions and Zmanda enables resources to be shared between:

Enterprise-Class Storage Solutions
- **Cost**: tape as low as 4 cents/GB (online) and 1 cent/GB (offline); disk as low as 7.5 cents/GB
- **Performance**: scale to 144 tape drives with throughput at 186TB/hr uncompressed, 388TB/hr compressed*; disk achieves up to 1GB/sec
- **Scalability**: up to 1.5EB of capacity in a single tape library, and 10.7PB in a single disk rack.

Benefits Summary
- **Centralized management for heterogeneous environments**
- **Wide platform and application support**
- **Powerful enterprise-class protection with radically simple administration**
- **Open Source: industry standards**
- **Low cost of ownership**

*Spectra® and Zmanda® provide powerful backup and data storage options for a fully integrated solution
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